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This study uses medium-term auditory repetition priming to investigate word recognition processes. Highly fluent Catalan-Spanish bilinguals whose first language was either Catalan or
Spanish were tested in a lexical decision task involving Catalan words and non-words. Spanishdominant individuals, but not Catalan-dominant individuals, exhibited repetition priming for
minimal pairs differing in only one feature that was non-distinctive in Spanish (e.g. / / vs.
/   /), thereby indicating that they processed them as homophones. This finding provides direct evidence both that word recognition uses a language-specific phonological representation
and that lexical entries are stored in the mental lexicon as abstract forms.

Correctly perceiving and producing the sounds of a second language is a very difficult task, as evidenced both by
widespread anecdotal evidence and by a number of formal
studies (see Strange 1995 for a review). Problems of this
kind are observed even in those who have been exposed to
the second language for considerable periods of time and
who have therefore had plenty of opportunities to learn its
sounds (Flege, Yeni-Komshian, & Liu, 1999; Mack, 1989;
Pallier, Bosch, & Sebastián-Gallés, 1997a; Sebastián-Gallés
& Soto-Faraco, 1999). It has been suggested that our nativelanguage phonological system acts as a “sieve”, filtering out
the properties in the speech signal that our first language
(L1) system cannot properly accommodate (Polivanov, 1932;
Trubetzkoy, 1939/1969). However, the ease with which foreign sounds are perceived varies; the degree of difficulty depends on the perceived phonetic similarity between L1 and
L2 sounds (Best, 1995; Flege, 1995). Similar, but not identical, L2 sounds and L1 phonemic categories are particularly
difficult to perceive. Among the best known examples of
this are the problems that Japanese listeners experience in
distinguishing English /r/ and /l/ phonemes, which are both
mapped to Japanese /l/ (Goto, 1971; McClelland, Thomas,
McCandliss, & Fiez, 1999). Here we consider the consequences for lexical representations when L2 learners have
difficulties in creating separate phonetic categories for certain L2 sounds. It is reasonable to expect that a minimal
pair of L2 words differing only in one phoneme contrast (i.e.
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“rock”–“lock”) will be represented in the same way by L2
learners who do not possess the /r/-/l/ contrast. Indeed, if
both L2 phonemes are assimilated to the same L1 phoneme,
then the two words become homophones.
Previous research in L2 phonemic perception has not addressed this issue; to date, studies in the field have focused
on phonemic perception per se. Participants typically have
to decide consciously whether a given speech sound corresponds to a given category (e.g. an identification task), or
matches another speech sound (e.g. a same-different task). In
fact, several studies have shown that the acoustic-perceptual
system does not lose its ability to perceive the acoustic differences between non-native contrasts (Mann, 1986; Miyawaki
et al., 1975; Werker & Tees, 1984). The fundamental difference between native (skilled) and non-native (less-skilled)
speech perception mechanisms seems to lie in the fact that
the former focus their attention on a more abstract (linguistic) level than the latter. This would seem to suggest that the
difficulties L2 learners encounter with some foreign contrasts
have an attentional, rather than a perceptual, origin (Flege,
1995; Jusczyk, 1993; Lively, Pisoni, Yamada, Tohkura, &
Yamada, 1994; Mayberry & Eichen, 1991). In these circumstances, it is not a priori impossible that some of this
acoustic/phonetic information might percolate into the lexicon. Likewise, it is conceivable that bilinguals, despite their
lack of sensitivity to certain L2 contrasts when performing
certain (conscious) phonemic perception tasks, might be sensitive to the same contrasts when identifying words. In fact
such a possibility would be consistent with models of the
lexicon in which words are stored directly as concrete exemplars. Models of lexical representation can be distinguished
on the basis of their representational format. Some models
propose that words are represented in the lexicon in the form
of abstract phonological representations (McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994). According to others, word-forms
are stored in the brain in the form of detailed acoustic traces
(Goldinger, 1992,1996; Klatt, 1979, 1981; Pisoni, 1996).
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Proponents of the “acoustic trace” theory claim that word
recognition involves a “direct” comparison between the
memorized acoustic pattern and that elicited by the current
acoustic signal. Each word is associated to many acoustic
tokens and word recognition consists in finding the nearest
match in a vast collection of word-forms. Experimental evidence supporting this view has shown that participants are
very sensitive to non-linguistic surface cues in word recognition tasks, such as speaker’s voice (Goldinger, 1996, Schacter & Church, 1992; see Pisoni, 1996 for a review). As discussed above, previous research on second language speech
perception has shown that the speech perceptual system does
not lose its capacity to perceive correctly the acoustic properties of the speech signal because of the acquisition of the first
language phonological system, and thus it is able to acoustically perceive new non-native contrasts. If word-forms are
stored in the mental lexicon in an acoustic format and perception of L2 contrasts preserves this information, the episodic
view of the mental lexicon predicts that instances of L2 minimal pairs will not share the same acoustic- lexical representation, and, accordingly, they should not be processed as
homophones. The model in which words are represented
as abstract phonological entities proposes the opposite. In
this model, the acoustic speech stream is coded as a normalized, language-specific phonological representation (which
may consist of features, phonemes, syllables or a combination of these). This prelexical phonological representation
is used for matching with lexical representations. Whenever a pair of L2 phonemes are assimilated to the same L1
phoneme, their representation will become identical at the
prelexical level: the L1 phoneme will be used for coding both
L2 speech sounds. Consequently, two L2 words which differ
only in such a contrast will receive exactly the same lexical
representation, in which the L1 phoneme takes the place of
both L2 phonemes. Therefore, the two L2 words would be
functionally homophones.
In previous studies (Bosch, Costa, & Sebastian-Gallés,
2000; Bosch, Costa, & Sebastián-Gallés, 1994; Pallier et
al., 1997a; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999) we identified two groups of highly skilled Spanish-Catalan bilinguals with a comparable (if not fully equivalent) command
of both languages at the lexical level, but who show significant differences in the phonemic representations of the
two languages. Spanish and Catalan are two Romance languages that differ at the segmental level, both in their vowel
and consonant repertoires. Spanish has five vowels: /a/, /e/,
/i/, /o/ and /u/, and Catalan has eight: /a/, /e/, / /, /i/, /o/,
/ /, /u/ and / /. Spanish does not have voiced fricatives in
their phoneme repertoire, but has
 unvoiced fricatives that do
not exist in Catalan (such as / / and /x/). Catalan has both
voiced fricatives (such as /z/ and /  /) and unvoiced fricatives
(some of the latter not appearing in Spanish, such as /z/).
In these experiments it was observed across a wide range
of tasks that most Spanish-dominant bilinguals fail to perceive Catalan contrasts that do not exist in Spanish (e.g. the
vowel contrast /e/-/ε/). In these studies, all participants had
been born in Barcelona (Spain) or in its metropolitan area
(where both languages are spoken), had received the same

bilingual education, and were currently extensively exposed
to both languages. The basic difference between the groups
was that Spanish-dominant bilinguals had been raised in a
monolingual Spanish environment before attending kindergarten while Catalan-dominant bilinguals had been raised in
monolingual Catalan environments.
This study explored lexical access in the group of Spanishdominant bilinguals, who are nevertheless extremely fluent in Catalan. Their performance was compared with that
of a Catalan-dominant group of Catalan-Spanish bilinguals.
We selected the repetition priming task as a suitable tool
for studying the format of lexical representations. In this
paradigm, participants are asked to perform lexical decisions
on lists of stimuli, some of which appear twice. When a
word is encountered for a second time, participants respond
more rapidly than when it occurs the first time. If the repeated stimulus is a non-word, no difference is recorded in
participant decision times. Therefore, this task is considered
to tap lexical information. For our bilingual population, the
crucial comparison rests on minimal pairs of Catalan words
which differ in only one Catalan-specific contrast, such as
/   /-/   / (meaning “granddaughter” and “clean”, fem).
Catalan-dominant bilinguals would be expected to process
these words as being quite distinct (which indeed they are)
and to show no facilitation for the second word of a pair. The
Spanish-dominant participants, on the other hand, would be
expected to exhibit one of two behaviors: either they would
behave in exactly the same way as the Catalan dominants (no
facilitation for the second word), or they would behave as if
the words were real homophones (as much facilitation as for
a repetition).
In our experiment, participants were asked to perform an
auditory lexical decision task on lists that contained minimal
pairs of Catalan words, comprising three Catalan-specific
contrasts. As already mentioned, previous research has
shown that Spanish-dominant bilinguals have difficulty in
perceiving these contrasts (Pallier et al., 1997a; SebastiánGallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999): /e/-/ε/, /o/-/ó/ and /s/-/z/. Thus,
for example, the Catalan word /   / (meaning ”clean” f.)
was followed lower down the list by the stimulus /   /
(meaning ”granddaughter”). If these pairs of Catalan words,
such as /   /-/   /, are stored in the mental lexicon as homophones, Spanish-dominant bilinguals should treat /   /
as a repetition of /  /, while Catalan-dominant bilinguals
should treat them as separate phonological lexical entries.

Method
Material
The stimuli were Catalan words and pseudo-words. Fortyeight words forming twenty-four minimal pairs based on
phonemic contrasts specific to Catalan were included, as
well as sixteen words forming eight minimal pairs based on
contrasts that exist both in Spanish and in Catalan (see appendix). In addition, sixty-four Catalan pseudo-words were
created that formed thirty-two minimal pairs following the
same patterns as the preceding words. Finally, 152 words
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and pseudo-words were also included to serve as filler items.
Four counterbalanced lists of 280 stimuli were created in the
following way: In each list, one member of each minimal
pair appeared (e.g. /   / from /   /- /   /) and was followed, 8 to 20 items further down in the list, either by the
other item in the minimal pair (e.g. /   /), or by itself (e.g.
/   /). The members of a given minimal pair appeared in
the same positions in all four lists, but were counterbalanced
across the lists.

Procedure
The participants were tested individually in sound attenuated booths. The presentation of the stimuli was fully controlled by Hewlett Packard personal computers, equipped
with Pro-Audio 16 sound cards. Auditory stimuli were presented through Sennheiser HMD224x headphones with an
ISI of 2.5 seconds. The experimental situation was controlled
by the program EXPE (Pallier, Dupoux & Jeannin, 1997b).

Participants
Sixty-four undergraduate Psychology students from the
University of Barcelona participated in the experiment in exchange for course credits. All were fluent bilingual speakers of Spanish and Catalan. Half were born in Catalanspeaking families, and half were born in Spanish-speaking
families. All participants had learnt their second language
(either Spanish or Catalan) from an early age (in the latest
case beginning at the age of six).

Results
We defined a “repetition effect” as the reaction-time decrease between the first and the second occurrences of an
item (condition “same”) or between the occurrences of an
item and its counterpart in a minimal pair (condition “ minimal pair”). Reaction times to the second occurrence were
subtracted from the reaction time to the first, therefore a positive value means a repetition effect. The average “repetition
effects” are plotted on Figure 1, as a function of the following factors: Language dominance of the participants (Catalan vs. Spanish), Condition (same vs. minimal pair), Contrast type (Catalan-specific vs. Common contrast) and Lexical status (Words vs. Pseudo-words). The 95% confidence
intervals displayed are based on the subject-based Anovas,
but the item-based Anovas lead to the same conclusions concerning significance. These figures reveal significant repetition effects only for words in the condition “same” for both
populations and, in the condition “minimal pair”, only in the
Spanish-dominant group for the Catalan-specific contrasts.
These analyses are corroborated by the fact that the Condition × Language interaction, restricted to words, was significant for Catalan-specific contrasts (interaction in Figure
1 A: F1(1,56)= 4.2, p<.05; F2(1,21)= 4.2, p=.05), but not
for Common contrasts (interaction in figure 1 B: both Fs<1).
There was no effect of Repetition on the pseudowords.
Analyses performed on absolute reaction times revealed a
main effect of Lexical status (with RTs to pseudowords be-

ing 60 msec slower than RTs to real words (F1(1,56)= 57.7,
p<.001 and F2(1,56)= 6.6, p<.05). The effect of Language
Dominance was not significant (Catalan-Dominant: 921 ms
SD=83 and Spanish-Dominant: 945 ms SD=114). Nor did
error analyses yield any significant results.

Discussion
The results of this experiment revealed clear-cut processing differences between the populations of participants
tested. More specifically, both groups exhibited a repetition effect for a “Same” repetition, but not when a minimal
change intervened between the first and the second occurrence of an item. The crucial test condition involved minimal pairs of Catalan words that differed only in one contrast that was not present in Spanish (e- , o- , s-z). In such
cases, Spanish native speakers showed a repetition facilitation of the same amplitude as that observed for a real repetition. In contrast, the Catalan-dominant bilinguals did not
show any repetition effect for these minimal pairs. It should
be stressed, however, that the Spanish-dominant bilinguals
achieved a high performance in the lexical decision task with
Catalan words: their reaction times and error rates were not
significantly different from those of Catalan natives. In short,
our experiment shows that some pairs of Catalan words are
processed as homophones by Spanish-dominant bilinguals,
even though they master Catalan very well and their performance on a lexical decision task in Catalan is equivalent to
that of natives. We can conclude, therefore, that although
Spanish bilinguals master the Catalan lexicon, their lexical
representations differ from those of native Catalans.
The implications of these results are twofold. First, the
data presented here show that the lack of sensitivity to difficult L2 phonemic contrasts is not due to the particular properties of the tasks employed in L2 phoneme perception experiments, but that this lack of sensitivity extends into the way L2
words are represented in the mental lexicon. If listeners have
difficulties in perceiving an L2 phonemic contrast, they will
represent L2 word pairs with that contrast as homophones.
Second, the present data contribute to the on-going debate
concerning the general format of the mental lexicon. Contrary to the predictions of the episodic view of the mental lexicon, and in agreement with abstractionist models, instances
of L2 minimal pairs have been processed as homophones.
Yet, one possible way for episodic models to account for
the present data would be to assume that words are stored
in an acoustic format (“language-free”), but that the metric of comparison depends on the language of the listener.
Therefore, bilingual speakers would perceive speech sounds
(acoustically) in the two languages in the same way, but how
this information is retrieved in the brain would differ in the
way the different acoustic parameters are employed. Following these notions, episodic models could postulate that
lexical representations in Catalan and Spanish dominant listeners would not differ (they would contain both linguistic
and non-linguistic information), but the way this information
is retrieved from the lexicon would be language-dependent.
Though this is not an impossible scenario, this theory would
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Figure 1. Repetition effect as a function of language, condition, contrast type and lexical status. Panels: a.) words with catalan-specific
contrasts; b.) words with common contrasts; c.) pseudowords with catalan-specific contrasts; d) pseudowords with common contrasts (error
bars show 95% conf. intervals)

have to explain a number of complex points before it could
be accepted. For example, it has to explain how the retrieval
mechanism, very sensitive to acoustic properties of the input
(such as changes in speakers’ voice, see Goldinger, 1996) remains insensitive to massive acoustic properties of the speech
signal in the second language; i.e., it has to account for how,
in spite of mastering a second language lexicon (reaction
time and error rates differences were not significant in the
two populations under study), the metric of comparison of
Spanish dominant listeners does not change to conform to
Catalan (second language) properties.
To conclude, the fact that Spanish-dominant bilinguals
processed Catalan-specific minimal pairs as homophones favors the view that lexical representations consist of abstract
language-specific phonological representations. In addition,
it seems that this abstract phonological code, once acquired,
is hard to modify. Even though the Spanish-dominant bilinguals in the experiment had had at least 15 years of exposure
to Catalan at the time of testing, and had attained a high degree of performance in Catalan, they had not been able to
learn the Catalan-specific contrasts. The results also suggest
that although acoustic information may be available to the
speech perception system, it does not percolate into the lexicon.
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Appendix
Experimental stimuli.
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Catalan-specific contrasts
e- :
Pere-pera (Peter-pear), seva-ceba (his/hers/theirs-onion),
déu-deu (god-ten), néta-neta (granddaughter-clean f.),
vénen-venen (they come/ they sell), seré-serè (I will be-calm
m.), que-què (that/what), més-mes (more-month)
o-
ossos-òssos (bears-bones), dóna-dona (s/he giveswoman), molta-mòlta (a lot f., powdered), sol-sòl (sunground), sóc-soc (I am-log), són-son (they are-sleep noun),
rossa-rosa (blonde-pink), sota-sota (under-jack)
s-z
caça-casa (hunting-house), cinc-zinc (five-zinc), vessarbesar (to pour-to kiss), passar- pesar (to pass-to weight),
peça-pesa (piece-weight (noun)), cel-zel (sky-zeal), sonazona (sounds (verb)-zone), calces-calzes (panties-cups)
Common contrasts
capa-cava (cape-wine cellar), tia-dia (aunt-day), sogasoda (rope-soda), pala-bala (shovel-bullet), gala-cala (full
dress-cove), pot-bot (pot-boat), gata-bata (cat-dressing
gown), gol-bol (goal-bowl)

